
I am in a house with my old contemporary art history professor. We are actually in the living room and next to it there is another room of equal size that is completely empty. My professor then asks me how I would be fill it and I think of my installation textures but the correct answer is air.

I am walking two tourists in our Dutch village. I actually take them all around the harbour so that they can experience the city from the original entry point. As I am about to reach I notice a cafe with my Neapolitan friend's son working inside and I go in to greet him but find my friend.

I am at the edge of a mountain setting up my installation. I need some help and get two kids from my village to help me. I show them what they have to do and we go to fetch the tools we need. On the way back we realize that we could actually set up the installation on the road facing the sea.

I am in a sport center and realize that I am actually owning it. I then look at the empty soccer field and then go inside where I find a lot of students playing basketball and swimming. I ask to talk to a teacher and tell him that I am the owner and set up a meeting with all other teachers.

I am in my mountain barn cleaning when one of the hunters who tried to block my art installation comes in. I then think he is going to be very critical of my work there but he just walks through it and leaves. I actually realize that we did a very good job with the renovation and little is missing.

I am in a big living room and hand my small son to my oldest son. The latter is actually watching a cartoon and and I realize that the character trying to fight the hero is a naked woman. I am about to take my small son back but the woman disappears and a bigger one appears from the sky.

I am at a friend's place meeting two film directors. We talk about how to shoot a documentary about my work and they tell me that I will have to provide them with the documentation I already have. I then ask them whether I should give them the edited material but they only want small clips.

I am in a car with my oldest son driving next to a small lake. I see some free parking spots and tell him to stop so that we can swim but he wants to keep on driving. We then get in a tunnel and I check the map. There is a bigger lake coming up and I find the village where my son must stop.

I am with my dead grandfather showing him a video I took in the mountain where I am building my installation. There are very interesting sots with me inside the installation and a tiger right next to me. He is actually not interested even if in the next scene the tiger fights a small dinosaur.

I am in a small kitchen eating with my Russian friend and his Swedish Finnish girlfriend. They both want to eat vegetarian and I stand up to see what there is. I then notice that the neighbour has a vegetable garden. I can even see a sign where he sells things but they are only spices. 

I am walking in the outskirt of a Czech city and reach a hill from which I can look at the rest of the country. As I focus my attention on an abandoned village below I see some bull running through it. I then try to zoom with my camera and take a nice photo but they are coming my way.

I am in my native mountains talking to a girl about a bike ride we should do together. I then explain to her that we have to follow a main road and at some point we have to turn. She wants to know exactly where but it has been a long time I haven't been there and I just lie to her.

I am in a Korean hotel searching for my room but find one with only a bathroom and another with only one bed. I then go downstairs to tell my girlfriend and find that she has got a local doctor to put a catheter to our daughter. I think it was unnecessary but she tells me she was too sick. 

I am at a conference about to register when I see my old Polish friend walking with his colleagues from his Swedish university. They are all dressing black and walk and are walking the other direction. I then call my friend swearing loud in Polish and then pull my middle finger at him.

I am in a small apartment waiting for my son to wake up and start chatting with his mother. I tell her that we have been recently baking pizza and she tells me that she is really good at it. I actually remember it from the time we were together and I tell her that she ought to let the dough rest.

I am in my former parents-in-laws' villa and realize that my mother-in-law looks much prettier with dark hair. As I am about to go out a big police drone flies over me. I then try to photograph it but it goes down to the neighbours and they come to me to say hi. I then tell them of my new kids.

I am with a girl taking the elevator to a platform. We are supposed to take the metro together and I tell her that I used to spend a lot of time commuting. As we reach the platform I realize that it is a river and there are people on red canoes. As an empty one arrives I tell two Indians to get in.

I am walking through an empty city and pass next to a window. As I see myself reflected I realize how cool I look. I am only wearing a jersey and some training pants on top of it but still think I look very young and handsome. I am actually going to a hostel and wonder what girls will think of me.

I am in a bus with my former classmates and put my arm on a girl shoulder. I actually want to ask her out but she is talking to another girl and I check out if the latter looks better. She also has very small bubs and I still consider whether I should ask the girl next to me to go for a date.

I am skating down a steep road and realize that I don't need the break. I keep skating down and just remove it from one of my skates. I manage to break using my wheels and two other skaters give me some wrist protections gears they found. I wear them and get ready to make some jumps.

I am walking next to a highway carrying my daughter and get a ride from a tractor. There is a Mexican worker next to me and he explains that we are crossing a cultivation of a black cereal used to make beer. We actually reach a bar but I don't have any money and wonder how we will survive.

I am in my parents' place when my uncle shows up with my cousins. I am actually supposed to take the wife of one of them to sleep at our place in the mountains but I realize that she is too fancy for our apartment. I then make up the excuse that it is still too cold and the stove is not on.

I am seating outside in a cafe drawing. An American woman seating in a nearby table gets curious and I realize that I am drawing a young boy with a bigger man behind and an elder in the background. She is very impressed and invites me to go to the movies together but I don't want to.

I am at a festival and volunteer to help a famous singer. He wants us to throw a golden ring on top of the crowd but without dropping it. I then get to throw it but it ends outside the festival and I go out to search for it. As I get back everyone has left and the volunteers are vacuum cleaning.

I am in a factory with my girlfriend and the young owner puts her to work at a machine. He then assigns me to another machines which is only meant to reproduce the pages of an instruction manual. I then figure out a way to do it systematically but the owner is not happy with the result.

I am watching a movie based on a novel written by an old British prime minister. It shows two fathers in hell asking the devil to resurrect a young woman. They both demand her hand for their sons and they both at the same time get their walking sticks on the ground to make her resurrect. 

I am in my mountain apartment when my neighbour's son suddenly comes in. He takes some plastic bowls and puts them in the fire with some water. He then takes them out and drinks the water and I realize it was a quick way to fry potatoes but they are too small and way too cooked.

I am in a ground floor apartment watching at the harbour through the window when I hear my son using an ax to chop wood in another room by the entrance. I first think he is old enough to handle the ax but then realize that the room is dark. As I am about to intervene he chops a finger off.

I am in an apartment and go to the living room where an old Colombian classmate is testing her new video-game with my Norwegian friend. The latter is debugging a character appearing when it is not supposed to. I then realize I also could have made use of him to help me with my art project.

I am in a corridor of an empty building when I see some old family friends entering a room. I then realize they have their dental practice there and say hi to them. They immediately recognize me but the woman calls me with a different name and hear the man correcting her as they step inside. 

I am walking in a German city with my spiritual friend and his friend. I have actually my arms on their shoulders and try to convince them to have some fun. I then remember that my friend has a girlfriend in town and tell him to call her and see if she can set up a date with other girls.

I am on a boat at night with the passengers getting ready to sleep on some wooden deckchair. I find them very uncomfortable and start looking around for a place where to lay. As I do so I see a big white spot in the water just under the boat. I first think it is a whale but then realize it is sand.

I am in a beach with my old friends and realize that they are getting sun burnt. I then seat down in a bit of shadow a girl is doing with her head but as she moves away I stand up looking for another place in the shadow. I find one in a small corner with some beach furnitures but far from them.

I am walking on a path in a forest and come to the end of a small island. I then realize that I can walk back on a panoramic path and fetch my dead grandfather to do the same itinerary. I do so but on the way back we end up walking inside an expensive yacht with a young couple living inside.

I am watching a movie about a man who is walking up a mountain to find the perfect lodge where to spend the rest of his life. The film producer gives him a ride and asks him to put a big billboard in a town they pass.  The actor doesn't want it and asks to make a video message instead.

I am in a museum discussing with another artist about a project we just helped facilitating. We used a drone to make a graffiti but the result was very bad. We then start distributing to many more people riffles so that they can go out and shoot paintballs on the same wall with the graffiti.

I am with my Norwegian friend checking on his laptop how expensive is a flight. He first needs to select a sea and he chooses one by the exit so that he has more space to stretch his legs. He then manages to also select the two other seats next to him but dragging the cursor across them.

I am in the top floor of an old house with my girlfriend and our kids when I get a phone call from a guy explaining me how to give them vitamins. I am not interested and just walk downstairs telling my girlfriend not to pick up the phone again. I then realize our kids could fall in a big hole. 

I am walking with my spiritual friend across an Iranian station. We actually manage to buy some pastry using our credit card and then look for the right exit. There are a lot of them and I just follow them in numerical order but suddenly the hallway ends and we have to go down an escalator.

I am in a small village and ask the fisherman how safe is to make it up north on a small boat. He actually gives me a box of fishes to bring to my parents and tells me that so far no one has ever died leaving from a city in the middle of the journey but I am leaving from a very southern city.

I am in a very small gym with a trainer showing us how we have to regularly box against some brown pillows to also keep our skin brown. We can select from three different tonalities and I opt for the lightest but he then tells me to first train my back. I then start pulling myself up on the door.

I am seating in a meeting with a group of researchers but actually don't care about them and keep updating my art project. After going to the bathroom I find that another artist has taken my chair. As I go to put the volume of the music down he moves with it to another meeting with artists.

I am walking in an Austrian park and come to a street with a bu stop. I then ask some guys waiting on a bench when is the next bus and one of them reply that it is coming in an hour minus thirty and one minute. I cannot do the calculation myself and want to be sure but he finds it absurd.

I am at the supermarket with my daughter and want to pay but realize that she also wants some orange juice. I then ask the lady at the cashier if she can fetch it for me in the fridge nearby but she is not willing. I insist and she then gives me a bottle of lemon yogurt standing right behind her.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house with the son of my mountain neighbour. He is actually taking the big tires of his new car inside and replace the metal rims with carbon fiber ones. He then explains to me that if he can make the tires lighter he has a higher chance to break on time.

I am walking in an historical city and try to reach the main station. I actually come to a crossing and see a guy on a chart pushed by two big dogs. I then follow him but soon find myself outside the city. I then look on my phone how to get to the station and realize I am very far away.

I am on a bus with my Norwegian friend driving on a highway. I am not sure he is going the right way and I see that there is a puppeteer on the side of the road we could talk to. My friend just keeps on driving and we reach an industrial area leading us to a tunnel under a big river.

I am in a church and ask my parents' priest for the keys to his room. He just gives them to him and I search it for some news articles I need. He secretly keeps them folded inside some glass holders. I actually don't even bother to put them back in and just return the keys without thanking him.

I am walking in a Dutch city with my girlfriend and see a lot of people going down a small road. I then realize that there is a cathedral there and also want to visit it. As we start walking to it we see black servants holding with sticks Santa's big hut. I try to photograph it but they are too fast.  

I am at a dentist laying with my mouth open and he tells me that I have been very lucky. I then think I don't have any cavities and he is just going to clean my teeth but he asks his assistant to prepare a shot. The latter does it incorrectly and the dentist throws the shot against the wall.

I am on a cruise waiting to get off. We have just approached an harbour and I check if it is mine but we still have many hours to go and I lay down. An Eastern European girl seats next to me and starts holding my hand. She is really not pretty but I keep it there and she puts it on her chest.

I am in our small bedroom with my girlfriend and she tells me that her big brother just offered her their old bed. It is actually much bigger than the one we already have but she really wants it. I then offer myself to throw the one we have now but don't see how we can fit her brother's bed.

I am in a German city trying to park a car. I think it has the parking sensors and I just back up without really looking. I then realize that it is an old car and just drive forward to find another parking. I find one on the other side of a railroad and also find an elevated path back to the city center.

I am walking down a sandy mountain with my oldest son and go ahead to hide behind a bush. As I do so he arrives and I try to scare him but he is not in the least surprised. We then approach a forest together and at the entrance we find a chest filled with precious items from a video-game.

I am in a classroom awaiting to get interviewed with another guy for a doctorate position. We both already have a doctorate from the same media and communication department but are now seeking the position in a police school. As I wait for the professor to arrive I put my headphones on.

I am in a house with my oldest son and his mother. I actually had to book him a new flight to go home but realize that I didn't postpone it but I anticipated it of a few days. I then realize that we won't be able to spend the weekend together and feel disappointed about it but he is happy to leave.

I am in a shop checking a video-camera. It comes with an external optic and a microphone but they are sold separately and I stop two workers to ask if they can give me a discount. One of them actually tells me that the they are better to use with a different camera but it is fully manual.

I am in an airport leaning against a wall when I see my old Polish friend. He is wearing darker colours than usual but I recognize his face. I then call him several times but he doesn't seem to recognize me. He actually takes a dark coloured diaper out and I ask him about his young daughter.

I am in an office with the bureaucrat who has been following the building permit for my installation. He first asks me my personal details but then realizes that some papers are still missing. He gets very angry with my architect and the latter shows him a skyscraper he has built just outside.

I am in my Neapolitan friend's apartment and we find that his girlfriend is making out with his daughter. It is the second time she caught her and he tries to figure out why she is not attracted to him. I then get the idea that she might want to get whipped and  position her on the kitchen.

I am in my old Swedish apartment with my girlfriend and she suddenly realizes how hard it must have been for me during my doctorate. We are actually about to leave but I still have all my staff to take to our car and I tell her to wait for me there since she needs to write her doctorate now.

I am in a cafeteria and meet the daughter of my girlfriend's aunt. She actually wants to help me with my project and tells me that I can use her company to get cheap art supplies. I then ask her which shop should I go to but she doesn't remember and shows me an announcement for a studio.

I am walking through a market and find it very busy on my right side and empty on the left side. One lady from a stand on the empty side finally tells everyone that she has biological potatoes. Another lady goes to buy some and I also check them but see that they are from the supermarket.

I am with my old friends in a restaurant. A few of us are seating on a single table while the rest is in another one. I then tell my friends how we can speak all together while the friends in the other table have divided in small groups. I can even show that to them but they don't get my point.

I am walking with my daughter through a city and reach a station. We are supposed to get on a train but they have all been canceled. I then try to call a German film director I was supposed to meet but realize that my stepsister sent me a photo of her son with a present for my daughter.

I am in a fast-food and go out from the back door into a large mall. An American woman shows me a green card and asks me where she can shop with it. I then realize it must be the card of a supermarket with a green sign. There is one in the middle of the wall and I tell her how to get there.

I am in an American city looking for an old neighbourhood near the harbour but find myself surrounded by skyscrapers. On top of one I see four students setting up a Christmas tree on each corner. One of them is wearing a silver fur and I want to photograph her but her tree falls down.

I am walking with my daughter on a large sidewalk and I let it go for fun. It actually starts going quite fast and I start running to fetch it. I first find it amusing but then I realize that there is a crossing ahead and it can be dangerous. As I start running after it the stroller goes much faster.

I am seating in a park talking to the director of an art academy. I just had a car accident but he tells me that I look pretty okay. My girlfriend is seating next to me and tells him about all the plastic surgery I underwent. There is also a girl next to him and she shows her inflatable sculptures.

I am walking with a primary school classmate in a city suburb and ask him if he inherited anything from his southern Italian grandparents. He then tells me that his grandparents got him to sign their testament when he was still a baby and that thanks to that he inherited a large field.

I am in the house of a Southern Korean girl. I actually visited her once already and she offers me to dine with her parents but I have already eaten at a small restaurant in the city center. I then realize that I brought my drawings with me but not the backpack and she calls a taxi to go get it.

I am calling my mother but her husband picks up. He then asks me why I haven't called them in a long time and I explain that my mother has to stop insulting us. As I wait for his replay I realize that they are in a church and that he is purposely trying to let me listen to the priest preaching.

I am inside an abandoned hotel shaped like a big pyramid. As I walk to the end of it I realize that it is shaking and that a lot of dust is falling down. People start going out of their rooms and one of them tells me that it is just an artist removing cement roses from the pyramid  inner walls.

I am in a roller coaster with my daughter and we descend fast to the end. I then get off but realize that she is not with me. I look ahead and then go back on the ride but she is not there and it starts moving again. I tell the driver to get me off an cry in front of the cops seeking their help.

I am in an office with the Italian authority arranging the build permits for my installation. He calculates that I have to pay a lot of money to the Dutch government but I tell him that I no longer live there. He then wants me to pay the local government and I realize it is not so much money.

I am walking behind my oldest son while he tries a new skateboard on a sidewalk. There is actually another guy on a skateboard in front of us and he looks like a pro but my son is able to reach him and quickly gets in front of him. We then get in a skateboard shop to look at accessories.

I am on top of a small hill with my daughter. There is also a big dog but I am not afraid of him as I understand that she has been taking care of him. As I look at it walking around the hill I realize that there is a small dog seating behind me. I am quite afraid of it but my daughter moves him.

I am walking down a road in my parents' city. It is dark already and suddenly the cops turns on a light and put long ear sticks up my nose and my mouth to see if I am infected with a virus. They then bring me up to an attic to see the results but I am clean and I crawl among them to go out.

I am with a guy in a hotel room of a small Italian town waiting for two local girls to visit us. There is still some time before they arrive and I start painting a table while the other guy keeps in bed reading the newspaper. We are both still undressed when one of the girls shows up way too early.

I am next to a bridge with my girlfriend and we look down in the river. There is a spot with crystal clear water and people come here to see whales. We can't see any and my girlfriend just decides to walk with my daughter on the roof of a building next to the bridge holding herself with a rope.

I am in a hospital walking around with another patient. We actually wear white and blue uniforms but realize that we are on the floor where only people wearing white and green uniforms are allowed. We actually meet two of them and we rush down the staircase before they can sue us.

I am at a wedding party and realize that the couple that just got married doesn't want to get photographed. I then take a camera and go inside the restaurant to photograph them through a window. There are still many more guests to photograph and I hide the camera behind my back to do so.

I am in a park and hear a woman screaming. Her son is drowning in a canal but a black guy manages to pull it out. He also has his son drowning in another canal but there is suddenly a low tide and the latter is safe. The man then tries to fetch him but the bed of the first canal is too steep.

I am at a small meeting with the elders of my mountain community. They actually taking me inside an exhibitions with local products and I notice that they even produce a double window. I want to try one for my project and ask the guy who makes them if I can have one only for testing.

I am in a cave with my girlfriend digging it out to make space for an art installation I want to build but I realize that she did not dig the entire width. She had workers to put some fake walls and I try to remove them to dig out the space correctly but they already installed all the cabling behind.

I am in a filed with my old Italian architect cutting the grass with a trimmer going uphill and downhill. He only follows a thin line and I wonder how long it will take him to cut the fields in the whole mountain. I suddenly realize that he is also cutting my fields although I told him to stay off.

I am in the kitchen of my mountain neighbour and realize that there is a WC next to the stove. As she goes to another room I pee but it is already quite full and it all go out on the floor. The floor is not even straight and the pee goes down to the wall but my neighbour only tells me to rinse it off.

I am traveling through the hills of a southern country looking for a new property after I sold mine together with my neighbours. I did not inform my girlfriend and I just write her a message pretending I am only taking a small holiday but then she calls me and I decide to tell her the entire story.

I am in a library seating in a corner when a girl seating in front lays back against me. I feel quite embarrassed and I just draw a map of the world on the floor. She wants to help me but she is really bad at it and I just go an seat in front next to my son. I then ask him to take the bus home. 

I am in a van with my spiritual friend and many other passengers who have paid the driver to take them to a small village. The driver's wife is driving and she argues with him that she needs more money. The driver then gets very angry and takes over going very fast and capsizing in a curve.

I am in a classroom at night with some guys designing the flier for a transvestite party. One of them is really fast in taking a picture of a fat man and putting a rainbow scarf but I am really not interested and want to leave but two fat guys start walking next to me to escort me to the party.

I am in a modern gym putting a sample of a lotion on my body. I am actually impressed on how well sculpted it is but start to feel rather ashamed and notice that some girls in front of me are training without shirt. I finally go out and try to share my location with my sister to pick me up. 

I am in a living room with a classmate and an old lady seating next to her on a sofa. It is actually dark but I can see their faces and find that the old lady is prettier than my classmate. As the former speak to us the latter puts her hand on my pants and I realize that the old lady can see her.

I am talking to my Swedish supervisor while walking across a meadow covered with snow. I ask her if I can sleep with a friend in her summer house and she tells me that I can but we will have to buy her new bedsheets. I then tell her that we can use our sleeping bag but she also have some.

I am in a classroom where some students are planning to shoot a movie. They miss one actor and I want to propose them my girlfriend's mother but a new guy shows up. He is actually a politician and starts to get angry that he can no longer invite a black basketball player for another event.

I am walking through a market and realize that my mother's family owns a very big stand. They have a pub in the front and a small supermarket in the back. I walk inside it and put some beans in the pot but the cashier charges me with a lot of money. I then go out and insult my stepsister.

I am waiting to get on a plane and check in after all the passengers. I show the hostess my passport but she wants to see my ID and asks me for my eyes colour. She finally lets me in and I seat opposite to an old friend but he is not willing to talk. I then look at the plane flying through a forest.

I am in a field with my small daughter and we see a rabbit running inside a hole. We then follow it an realize that it is a secret path. It is actually a water slide but it is not running and we have to climb it backward. I first think she is afraid but then realize she is having a lot of fun sliding up.

I am in a small house eating lunch with my relatives when my son stands up to show us the presents he got for his birthday. He is very funny but soon his mother arrives all dressed up and tells him to go home. She also wants to invite us but I don't find it appropriate for my girlfriend's sake.

I am walking out of an airport with three girls. They actually lost their luggage and we take a different exit to claim it. As we reach the luggage claim area I realize that one bag is on fire and the police is not reacting. A man tries to turn the fire off with his luggage but the fire keeps burning. 


